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EZiditor.: A. Hlami/lon, M. A., M. D., Port Hope, Ont.

BAD E1FECTS OF TOBACCO ON THE YOUNG.

TNFHE well-worn subject of the in-
I juriousness of tobacco has again

cone to the front. This time, how-
ever, it presents a phase of much more
than ordinary importance.

Certain English medical journals
bave been giving a partial endorse-
ment of the weed, protesting that, on
the whole, it is rather a boon than a
bane to mankind. An exception is
uifornmly made, however, to its use by
the young, and at this point Dr. Gihon
appears, and in the annual report oif
the Surgeon-General of the Navy,
presents nost strongly the evils
vrought upon the young by smoking.

The case of the human organismi
against tobacco is made out by Dr.
:Richardson and others to be sorne-
thing as follows:

In smoking tobacco we take in
carbonic acid and carbonic oxide,
several an-monias, and an oily sub-
stance which is crude nicatine. In
this crude nicotine are nicotine proper,
a volatile enpyreumatic substance and
a bitter extract. The amnionias and
the nicotine especially are the substan-
ces which so sadly poison the system,
and they act iii numerous directions;

i. The ammonias, entering the blood,
make it too alkaline and fluid, thus
interfering with its proper nutritive
activity. 2. The stomach is debili-
tated and dyspepsia induced by the
general influence of the drug. 3.
The throat is made dry and red, the
tonsils enlarged, and the morbid con-
dition known as " smokers'sore throat'
results. 4. The innervation of the
heart is disturbed, its action being
weak, irregular and intermittent; pal-
pitation, precordial pains, faintness and
vertigo are the consequence, forming
the well recognized symptoms of "to-
bacco heart." 5. The laryngeal and
bronchial mucus membranes, if already
irritable, are made more so. 6. Owing
chiefly to the disturbance in the blood
and heart the processes of nutrition are
slowed, and in the young may be
seriously affected - tissue is degraded
(Acton). 7. The sexual organs are at
first stimulated, especially by cigarette
smoking, but are eventually weakend
in power; "excessive smokers, if very
young, never acquire, and if older,
rapidly lose their virile powers."-
(Acton). 8. Vision is impaired, es-
pecially if alcohol is used in conjunc-
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The School Magazine.

tion with the tobacco, " tobaccc
amblyopia " being produced. 9.
Muscular coordination is impaired,
especially in the young. Drawing-mas-
ters find that young smokers cannot
draw a "clean, straight line." 1o. The
antidotal effects of alcohol to tobacco,
lead to forming the habit of drinking.
xi. The powers of concentrating the
mind, and perhaps of intellectual ac-
tivity in general are lessened.

The Minister of Public Instruction
of France, finding that smokers, as a
rule, stood lower in their classes than
non-snokers, has forbidden the use of
tobacco in the public schools. " Alco-
hol oppresses the well nourished brain,
though it soothes the exhausted one "
(Richardson); in general, a person
can do more intellectual work without
tobacco than with it. All smokers
can do more work if they smoke mod-
erately, than if they smoke incessantly.

The above includes all that can be
said against tobacco, and it is an in-
dictrent that is heavy enough. In-
deed we cannot but feel a little of the
conscious guilt that cornes when ruth-
lessly proclaiiirg the frailties of a
friend. It is in the cause both of jus-
tice and scientific truth, therefore, that
we hasten to state some modifications
of the very damaging charges given.
Tobacco is essentially a functional ra-
ther than an organic poison. It mod-
ifies the special energies and not the
structure. It does not, like alcohol,
leave a knobby liver behind to pro-
daim past indiscretions at the autopsy.
This is the strongest point to those
who argue for its use. It is an evasive
poison. Then again it is a drug that
works its bad effects on a minority of
those who use it, and these bad effects
disappear very rapidly when the habit
1s given up. Tobacco is eliminated
chiefly by the kidneys, and it leaves
the system very rapidly; both acute and

chronic symptoms of tobacco-poisoning
are, as a rule, in adults, quite transient.
,The effect of tobacco upon the throat
is not very often injurious; Dr. Rich-
ardson's idea that it has a tendency to
produce dyspepsia is opposed by the
experience of many. Tobacco ambly-
opia is not at all common.

All this and still other things can be
said in favor of the drug, but it is to be
remembered that they apply almost
entirely to tobacco as used by aduits.
The evils of tobacco are intensified a
hundred fold upon the young. Here
it is unqualifiedly and uniformly injuri-
ous; it stunts the growth, poisons the
heart, weakens the sexual organs, im-
pairs the mental powers and cripples
the individual in every way. Not that
it does all this to every youth, but it
may be safely asserted that no boy of
twelve or fourteen cai begin the practice

.ofsmoking vithout becoming physically
or mentally injured by the time he is
twenty-one. We refer to this with
especial emphasis because the practice
ainong boys of smoking, and especially
of smoking cigarettes, is now very
prevalent. "The most prominent cause
of rejection of candidates for apprentice-
ship in the navy," says Dr. Magruder,
"is irritable heart, caused, in most cases,
primarily by tobacco. Ten out of every
thousand applicants in the year r879
were rejected for "tobacco heart."

It is the duty of our public school
instructors to make the facts in regard
to tobacco known and impressively
felt by their scholars, and we hope
that this field of sanitary mission work
will be actively occupied. Sewer gas
is bad enough, but a boy had better
learn his Latin over a man-trap than
get the habit of smoking cigarettes.
For we may lay it down as certain that
tobacco is a bane to youth, though it
may be the proper indulgence of
manhood and a solace to old age.-
N Y .Aedical Record.
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English, I

ENGLISH D

GOLDS

0 LIVER. Goldsrnith, the second son
of the Rev. Chas. Goldsrnith, was

born 1728, at Pallas, in th parish of
Forney, county of Longford, Ireland.
A couple of years later the father re-
moved with bis fainily to a more
lucrative position in the village of
Lissoy, county of Xestmeath- Gold-
smith's father is pretty faithfully sketch-
ed in the Character of the Village

reacher. He is also regarded as the
original of the " Man in Black," in the
Citizen of tie World.

Owing to the expense of educating
the eldest son, the parents intended
bringing up Oliver to sone mercantile
eniployrnent. He first received in-
structions fron the school-inaster of
Lissoy, Paddy Byrne-the original of
the "Schoolmaster," in Tie .Deserted

iZaRe. He early manifested an
indolent disposition, but evidences of
genius attracted the interest of his
friends, sorne of whoin resolved to fur-
nish the means for giving hina a Uni-
versity training.

In 1744 he was sent to Trinity Col-
lege, Dublin, and after a very irregular,
and by no rneans illustrious course, he
received his B..A. in 1749.

Fis father died about this time, and
his uncle, Rev. Vrn. Contarine, becane
his patron. Hitherto he had distin-
guished hirnself iore by his love of
revelry and garnbling than by
any literary attairinients. After vain
atternpts in theology, teaching and law,
he left Ireland in 1752 and went to
Edinburgh to study medicine. Ele
reinained there a year and a-half and
then went to Germany, intending to
finish his rnedical course at Leyden.
Raving squandered his ineans in gam-
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bing, he was obliged to leave Leyder2
in a y ear. 1-Te then. uridertook the
tour of Europc on foct. The trying
experiences of this tour and the obser-
vations he irnade durin.g it, are voveri
into several of his avorl<s, especially the
Vicar of WakefielZ and 7%7/e Traveller.

At TPadua, in Italy, he is though.t to
have talen his medica.1 degrec.

LIn about 1756 bis u.ncle's patronage
vas withdraw'n and lhe -vas obliged
thenceforth tosupplyhinself wi tiineanis
by bis own exertions. -Fe retu.rnec
frorn Italy to London, and there wvhile
suffering great vant aid enduring the
severest hardships, he vairly endeaxor-
ed to find profitable ernployment. lne
'vrote for booksellers, contributed to
nagazines, and even for a tin e served
as usher in a school. During the years
thus passed in toil and obscurity, rnany
of his best works vere written. T/e
Traveller, published in 1765, first es-
tablished his reputatioxi as an. au thor,
and fron tha.t tine bis works aere
universally read and were easily disposed
of at a goo d price. Yet still his iini-
provident labits 1ept hinM constantly
in debt, and obliged him tonake grea.-t
exertions to meet denands upon hiin,
and even to draw olïen in advance
upon works that «'e was yet to write.
Rience most of bis -%vcrks are prose
ihastily -vritten to procure m oney, o>f
avhich lhe stood rnuch in need. Ris
poetical works were ivritten chefly iii
leis.ure nmornients tbat he could spare
frorn his essay or historical writing.

'THE DESER'TED VILL.AG-:E.

" This poern, after
peatedly announced
%vithdra.vn for further

having beeri re-
and as ofteri
revision, wyes a-t
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last published on the 26th of May,
1770, when Goldsmith was in his 42nd
year. The leading idea of it lie had
already thrown out in certain lines of
The Traveller, and elsewhere in his
works where we find that he had
somehow become possessed of the
idea that the accumulation of wealth
in a country was the parent of all
evils, including depopulation.

There is littie doubt that Lissoy is
the original of Auburn, and that the
leading characters at least were drawn
after those with whom Goldsmith had
been familiar in his youth. Yet
Macaulay affirms that there is no such

amilet as Auburn in Ireland, that
T/he .Deserted Village is a hopelessly
incongruous poen, and that Goldsmith
in combining a description of a prob-
ably Kentish village with a description
of an Irish ejectment bas produced
something which never has and never
vill be seen in any part of the world.

" But this criticism overlooks one of
the radical facts of human nature-
the magnifying delight of the human
mind in what is long remembered and
remote. Goldsmith had been since
his youth, in a manner, an exilt from
his native land, and the Lissoy that he
has in his mind is not a pure reality,
but the home of his youth, Lissoy as
his childish recollections recall it, freed
from its rude and unpoetical realities,
and with the features upon which his
mind loved to dwell, magnified and
clothed with a poetic beauty. The
grown-up Goldsmith had not to go to
any Kentish village for a model; the
familiar scenes of his youth, regarded
with all the wistfulness and longing of
an exile, became glorified enough.

This poem has always retained its
position in English literature, and bas
not been disturbed by any fluctuations
in literary taste. We may give more
attention at the moment to the new
experiments of the poetic method, but
we return only with renewed gratitude
to the old familiar strain, not the least

merit of which is that it lias nothing
about it of foreign tricks or graces.
.In English literature there is nothing
more thoroughly English than these
writings produced by an Irishman, and
whether or not it was Paddy Byrne
and the Lissoy ale-house that Gold-
smith had in his mind when he was
writing the poem, is not of much con-
sequence; the manner and language
and feeling are all essentially Englisl,
so that we never think of calling
Goldsmith anything but an English
poet."

HIS STYLE.

The most characteristic feature
observable in all the works of Gold-
smith, is the regularity with which he
mirrors there his own life, disposition
and experiences. Thie Bee, T/he Citi-
zen of Ie World, his poems, his com-
edies, all present under one aspect or
another his own life and sympathies,
or even his follies and improvidence.
There are few authors who can separ-
ate themselves from their work to such
an extent that it is not possible to
detect the hand of the artist behind
the characl-- that is sketched, but in
few is the reflection of the artist so
faithful and complete as here.

Another remarkable feature in
Goldsmith is that while his works are
universally esteemed, lie displays the
most defective knowledge of details in
everything. His natural indolence
unfitted him for mastering any subject
thoroughly, so that in his works in
science and history he falls into the
most absurd errors. But so great is
his faculty for generalization and so
delicate his power of description that
the defect of exactness is scarcely
noticeable, so little does the merit of
his work depend upon that quality.
The details of his plots, too, are
always full of improbabilities, and are
strangely in contrast with the rigid
exactness of the artificial School of
Pope. Yet, strange to say, a story
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English Department.

marked with all these defects and
improbabilities, imoves all classes of
readers with a power unknown to the
works of Pope. The brilliancy of his
imagination, the synipathy that we are
made to feel for his characters, and
the life-like reality of these characters,
these are the features that charm and
deliglit us, and it is these that remainj
in our inemory vhen improbabilities
and other defects are forgotten.
Goldsmith's characters speak and act
with a natural case and grace and
simplicity that make them live in our
imagination, and we easily persuade
ourselves that we are reading a descrip-
tion of some reality, and not the mere
work of the poet's fancy. It is for

these real poetic qualities that Gold-
smith is justly regarded as the
harbinger of the school of natural
poetry that in later years sprang into
existence. Notwithstanding all his
faults lie will never cease to be rcad
and adrnired, and the skill and deli-
cacy with which he sketches his
characters, the natural simplicity and
exquisite melody, the delicaLy of figure
and imagination displayed in ]Tle
Traveller and lhe Deserted Village,
these qualities will ever make hin
dear to all lovers of English literature,
and entitle hini to a place in the
foremost rank of our authors and
poets.

QUESTIONS ON ENGLISH LITERATURE.

For University Pass Junior altriculation and Intermediate.

GOLDSMITH'S DESERTED VILLAGE.

between prose and

of; and dis-
andl mi d

poetry.
(c) Object aimed at ; and how this

affects the style of each.
2. Give the chief divisions of poetry,

and explain the nature of each
3. Show how far idealistic or real-

istic effects enter into " The Deserted
Village." Explain the meaning of the
terms Idealism and Realism.

4. Does "The Deserted Village"
come under the head of pure or mixed
Doetry ?

5. (a) Sketch the life of Goldsmith.
(b) Show how an acquaintance with
an author's life may sometimes assist
us in the fuller comprehension and
appreciation of bis work.

6. Characterize the great schouls of
English Literature, and account for
their development and decay.

7. State Goldsmith's position with
reference to the schools of English
Literature.

8. Estimate the effect his works have
had upon his contemporaries and upon
posterity.

9. Who were bis chief literary con-
temporaries ?

1o. Account for change of poetic
subject, or show how the poor came to
be regarded as proper subjects of
poetic interest.

ii. Explain the effect which the
change from the patronage of the court
and nobility to that of the public bas
had upon literature.

12. Name the members of the Lit-
erary Club to which Goldsmith

~.
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belonged, and give a brief account of
eacli.

1.3. Account for the rise of Clubs in
the era of Goldsmith, and for their
subsequent decline.

14. Which of the elements that
afterwards broughit about the rise of
the Rornantic school is to be noted
in Goldsmnith's verse?

15. Give the history of the heroic
metre. Investigate its suitability for
sucli a poem as " The Deserted Vil-
lage."

16. (a) What deviations from the
strictly Iambic character of the heroic
line are permissible, and where ?

(b) Is there any other way to vary
the rhythm of the line ?

17. What are the faults of rhyme ?
18. (a) How did rhyme come to

be introduced into poetry? Give
arguments in favor of or against its
use.

19. State the laws of nelody; show
how these have been observed by
Goldsmith.

20. What is Imitative Harmony?
Show how words may irnitate sounds

and motions. Give examples frorn
"The Deserted Village."

21. Show how Goldsmith lias ob-
s'erved the rules of poetic description
in his depictions of the Village.

22. Refer to the incongruity in the
description of the Village in prosperity
and adversity.

23. How was this incongruity ac-
counted for by Macaulay ?

How have Macaulay's strictures been
answered ?

24. Contrast Goldsmith's love of
nature with Wordsworth's.

25. Show how Goldsnith's method
of describing nature differs from
Wordsworth's, as indicated by the
latter in the passage:

-" Add the gleam,
The light that never was on land or sea,
The consecration, and the poet's dream."

26. What is the
treatment of the
Deserted Village.".

27. Criticize the
political economy.

28. What is the
Deserted Village ?"

chief error in the
subject in "The

author's views of

theme of The

MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.

Pass Matheatics.-June, 188r.

1. Simplify

.8 45 16

-3 - 25

4 ( - ) ×·3+0625
+5 4-.

.y' t

2. Find the square root of 5 to five deci-
mal places, and deduce the value of

1 5 + v'5
-yoog, and 1/6+2v/5.

v'5 5 -- '5/
3. (a) How much will $i,ooo amount to in

21/ years, compound interest, 4 per cent. per
annum, payable half-yearly ?

(b) A person pays $292.50 for $300 due
three months hence. What rate per cent.
interest does he receive ?

4. What is merint by the expression " Ster-
ling Exchange, 934 p. c. premiurn "?

A person pays $i8i.5o for £37, los., stg-
What per cent. premium is Sterling Exchange?

5. Multiply b2 + (a-b) (b-c) by c2 + (b-c

(c-a).
Show that your answer is correct by sub-

i stituting a = 2, b= o, c = -3.

298
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Mathematics.

a2 b c-1
6. Simplify (i)

a-, b3c-3
X2-2 + X- x

(2)
x2 -x-2 X2 + I

7. Resolve into factors
a2-b2, ab+bc+ca +b2

a(b + c)2 b(c4- a)2+c(a+b)z -4abc.
a3 - 3

(a + b)3 - 2b +c(a-b=)-2ab2.
a - b

Find the Greatest Connon iMeasure and
the Least Coinmon Multiple of these four

quantities.

8. Solve the equations

(i) ax+b=bx+ a.
I I

X2 +3x+2 i22+5x+-6 x=+x-2

(2 3

(3) ~ 4.
xy

2X - 3y 2xy.

xy-yz

(4) x2 + Z=
x2 - 8

I 8.
. 4y~2+ zz.
-2xyJ + 2xz.

9. There are two vessels, A and B, each
containing a mixture of water and winc. A in
the ratio of 2:3, B in the raio of 3 :7.
What quantity must be taken fiom cach mn
order to frin a thiid mixture which shal
contain 5 gaillon of wvater and i l of wine ?

io. Descrbe a triangle, of which the sides
shall þe equal to three given straight lines,
any two of which arc togcethler greater than
the third.

A straight line AD is divided into thrce
equal parts by the points B and C; on AB,
BC, CD are described equilateral triangles
AEB, BFC, CGD respectively; show that
the thrce straight lines AiE-, AF, AG can
form a triangle equal in area to the equil-
ateral triangle AEB.

ir. Divide a given straiglt line into two
parts, so that the rectangle contained by the
whole and one of the parts shall be equal to
the square on the other part.

12. Define the terms circle, langent to a
cirde, and segment of a cirle.

The angles in the sane segment of a circle
are equal to one another.

SOLUTIONS.
2. 1/5 = 2.23606,

i /5 21/5
-= - == 447212.

v'5 5 10

500 o/5
I I

= -a---- ==-04472]2.
1o 1/5

5+1/ 5 =(5+1/5) (5+1/5)

5-/5 (5-V5) (5+i/5)
30+21/5 15+15

20 10

= 1-723606.
/6 + 2V5 - I + /5.

4. " Sterling Exchange, 9,1/ per cent. prc-
mium " means that '

4-s. : 6d., stg. $î.09z.
If £ 3 7 1os. - $181.50

· ·. 4s. 6d. $i.S9

·. 8 - is rcquired resuit.

7. a(b+c)2+&c., reduces to
ab+bc2+ca2 + alb2c+c2z-2ab
; . (a+b) (b+c) (c+a).

The third expression
= (a+b) (a-b) (a+b+c).

8. (4)y (x-z) - i8, from (y)

(x-z)= 4v2 " (2)
x-22X(y+z) 8 " (3)

x-z 2y or -2y,
... 2y2 iS or -i8

y =3, -3, 3v-I Or -3\-1
. . x-z = 6, -6, &c.

whence we have z in terns of x.
Now substitute for y and z in (3), and we

have a quadratic in x.

9. Let iox be the nuiber of gallons that
must be taken from A, and Ioy the number
from B; then the first of these will contain
4x gallons of wine and 6x of water, while the
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second will contain 3Y of vine and 7y of
water ; therefore altogether there will be
4x+31' of wine and 6x+7y of water,

4x+3V 5

6x+7y 11
14x = 2V

7x =y,
That is, the mixture must be formed by
taking 7 gallons from B for every gallon
taken from A.

1o. Join FG, then the triangle A GC is
evidently equal to ABE.

ALGEBRA.-HONORS.

i. Find the relation among the co-efficients
of ax 2 +2hxy +6y 2 +2gx+2fy,+c in order
that it may break up into two linear factors
with real co-efficients.

2. Solve

(1) 64X3 -t- 27y:3 = 8216
X+y = 10

(2) 16x4-Sy4 = 3090960

2x+3y = 54
(3) x+yz=v--x=z+xy=1.

3. From
X2+x 2 +XY 2 == mb2 '

Y2 +YI 2+Y2.2 -=a ma
xy+x,y,÷x2 Jy2 = 01.

X+X +2 = 0
y+y1+Y- = 0

eliminate x 1 , y i,
XZ, Ya.

4. If A varies as B vhen C is invariable,
and A varies as C when B is invariable, then
A varies as BC when both B and C are
vairiable.

It t be the timne of a complete vibration
of a pendulun of length Z, tec v'l• Hence
find the length of a two-second pendulum
when the length of the second penduluin is

39-4 inches.

5. Find the liinit of an infinite geometrical

progression whose common ratio is less than
unity.

The first term of an inlinite G. P. is 1, and
any term is equal to the sun of all the suc-
ceeding ternis. Find the connon ratio.

,Sum to 3n terms the series

I +4+27+4+25+216+7+etc.

6. Find the number of permutations of n
things taken r together.

Three boxes contain respectively 4, 5, and
6 counters, In how many ways may 4
counters be drawn, not taking more than 2
fron one box ?

If Pr be number of permutations of ni
things taken r together, show that when
in> 2

(P 1 -1) (P 2 -- P 1 ). . . . (Pm-Pm-i)
= P. P 3 .... Pmt- 1 Pi + I.

7. Prove the binomial theorem for all
values of the index.
(i) The remainder after n terms of the ex-

pansion of
(u-f-î)xn -nxn + I

((x2x)2

3 3-5 3-5-7
(2) /2 1+ --. - + &c

2 L2 22 L 23 L4

EUCLID.-IIONORS.

i. If a point be taken within a circle, from
which there fall more than two equal lines to
the circumferc.nce, that point is the centre of
the circle.

2. If a straight line touch a circle, the
straight lne drawu from the centre to the
point of contact shall be perpendicular to the
lne touching the circle.

3. About a given circle describe a triangle
equiangular to a given triangle.

4. Inscribe an equilateral and equiangular
hexagon in a given circle.

5. Define ratio, compound ratio, and pro-
portion. How is the equality of two ratios
ascertained?

6. If the segments of the base of a triangle
have the same ratio which the other sides
have, the straiglit lne drawn from the ver-
tex to the point of section divides the vertical
angle in two equal angles.

7. Find a fourth proportional to three
given straight lines.
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8. Rectilineal figures which are sinilar to
lie same rectilineal figure are also similar to

one another.

9. Fromi a vessel two known points are
seen under a given angle ; the vessel sails a
given distance in a given direction, and the
same two points are scen under another
given angle. Find the position of the vessel.

1o. About a given circle describe a tri-
angle, the angular points of which lie on
three given straiglit lnes drawn from the
centre of the circle..

ir. The locus of the vertices of triangles
on a given base, having their sides in a given
ratio, is a circle.

TRIGONOMETRY.-HONORS.

i. Define a logarithm. Of what two parts
is a logarithm composed ? Show that in the
common system, one of these parts may be
detennined by inspection,

n mi
Prove that log z» = - log X.

it

loga x
logb X =

a b

2. Write down the characteristics of the
common logarithms of 0.2, o.oooo5, and

5555-5.

3. Find the logarithms of

\/3-~f282.9 \/003
-- s, sin 60°,

7.V7..2798 21Y.05

.cot 45°, cosec 30°.
Find x fron the equation (1.o8)x = 2.

4. Define the following trigonometrical
ratios of any angle, viz : the sine, the cosine,
the tangent and the secant ; and explain the
origin of the names.

Prove that the sine of a given angle can
have only one value. Is the converse true ?

Write down the value of cos o*, sin 450,
tan 30°.

• 5. Having given L cos 37°14'=9.9010102,

and difference for '=-96o, find cos 37° 14'
16", and L cosec 52° 45' 54"-

6. Prove the formulzu
(i) sin (A -B)=sin A cos B - cos A sin r.
(2) co > 1=1 - 2 sin2 A.

I sin A+sin B tan ?(A+B)
(3) -- = ---

sin A-sin B tan k (A-B)
sin A+sin 2A

(4) = tan A.
I+cos A+cos 2A

7. How many parts of a triangle must be
given to effect its solution?

In a certain triangle ABC it is known that
sin 2 A=sin 2B+sin 2 C. Show that one of
the angles may be found, and find it.

8. In any triangle prove that
sin A sin B sin C

(J) = = -
a b c1

A-B a-b C
(2) tan = cot-.

2 a+-b 2

A C
cot- + cot-

2 2
(3) sin B cosec A

B C
cot-+cot-

2 2

9. Solve the triangles
(i) A=I43023' (2) A=64° 56'

a=6o ft. b=311.5 ft.
b=54 ft- c==11.5 ft.

io. Having given the three sides of a tri-
angle, find the radii of the inscribed and
circumscribed circles.

Number: Log. ' Angle. Log.

11150 .04727 4- 9' L sin 8.85955
2c00 .30103 20° 55' L sin 9.55268
28290 .45163 32° 28' L sin 9.72982
30000 .47712 "" L tan 9.80363
42300 .62634 36° 3' L sin 9.77558
700o .84510 " L tan 9.87106
72798 .86212 640 56' L sin 9.95704

PROBLEMS.-HONORS.

i. If a straight line terminated by the sides
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of a triangle be bisected, no other line .ter-
minated by the - saine two sides can be
bisected in the saine point.

2. If two equal circles be described cutting
each other in A and B, and fron A a chord
be drawn cutting them in C and .D, prove
that the part CD between the circuiferences
will be bisected by the circle described on
AB as diameter.

3. Circles are described on two of the sides
of a triangle as diameters, and each neets
the perpendicular from the opposite angular
point on. its diameter in two points ; prove
that these four points lie on a circle whose
centre is at the intersection of the two sides.

4. Prove that

a2 --- ) +b2 ( -- + c2(---
b c c aa

a(--- +) ( - 1-- +c
ò c + a b

=a+b+c.
5. If x+y--z xyz prove(x y y z =

-+-+-+ -+-

y x :y x

=(r+x2)

that
x 2

2
z (!-

(x4.y2) (Itz2).

6. Solve the equations

x+y-Iz = 2(a+b+c).
ax+by+cZ = 2(ab+bc+ea)

(b-c)x+(c--a) v(a-b)z=o.

7. A wvaterman rows a given distance a
and back again in b hours, and finds that lie
can row c miles with the stream in the saine
time as a miles against it. Find the time

each way, and the rate of the stream.

8. ABC is an isosceles triangle, D the
middle point of the base BC. If any straight
line drawn through D meets one side in E
and the other produced in , then AE, AC,
AFare in harmonic progression.

9. Given

7VÎ3- 10
tantx+sec 2 x = find .i.

v3
io. If A1 B1 C1 be the angles which the

sides of a triangle subtend at the centre of
the inscribed circle, prove

4 sin Ai sin Br sin Cz = sin A+sin B+sin C

cos a
il. Ifcos28 = -- , coss R'

cos 8
cos a, tan # tan a

- and -- = ,

cos B tan i? tan a'
B a az

prove that tan - = tan - tan -.

2 2 2

12. if cos c = tan m cot a,
cos p = tan en cot b,
sec c secp =
sec m tan'c tanp - tan a tan b;

show that cos2 n = cos 2 a cos 2 b.

13. Four points, moving each at a uniform
speed, take 198, 495, 891, 1155 seconds
respectively to describe the length of a giveri
straight line. Supposing them to be together
at any instant at the sane end of the line,
and to move in it from end to end continually,
what interval of tine vill elapse before they
are together at the saine point again ?
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SCIENCE DEPARTMENT.

MATRICULATION EXAMINATION, LONDON UNIVERSITY, JANUARY, 1873,

(Answered by M. Dippel.)

I. "One pound of boiling water at roo*C
is placed in contact with one pound of Mer-
cury at 0°C. Heat is transmitted from the
water to the Mercury until both are at the
same temperature. Calculate this tempera-
ture in degrees of the centigrade scale.
[Specific heat of Mercury = 0.033.]"

Let t= required temnperature. The specific
heat of water being taken as i, îoo-t (the
quantity of heat lost by the water) must
equal t x 0.003 (the quantity of heat received
by the Mercury.)

100 - t = t x o.003

100 = 1.033t

zoo

1.033
t = 96.8C, the temperature

of the water and Mercury,

2. " The Ancients used to consider air as
one of the elements. Describe properties of
air which cause it no longer to be regarded as
an element."

The following experiments prove that air
is not an element but a mechanical mixture
of Oxygen and Nitrogen:

(a) By burning Phosphorus in a portion of
air confined in a bell jar standing over water,
two important facts are elicited: (i) That
only one-fifth of the air in the bell jar takes
part in the combustion of the Phosphorus.
(2) That the other four-fifths neither burn nor
'support combustion. This experiment is very
similar to the original one performed by
Lavoisier. Lavoisier kept Mercury at a tem-
perature near its boiling point for many days
in contact with a known volume of air, and
found that red scales formed on the surface of
the Mercury, THAT ONE-FIFTH OF THE AIR
DISAPPEARED, AND -H E REMAINING, FOUR-
FIFTHS 'WERE INCAPABLE OF SUPPORTING

COMBUSTION. le then heated the red
scales to a higher temperature than that at
which they were formed, and found that they
decomposed into Mercury and a colorless gas
which supported combustion more powerfully
than air, and which, when added to the
portion of the air left in the first part of the
experiment, restored all its original properties.

(b) The volumetric composition of air may
be ascertained by introducing into a eudiom-
eter, previously filled with Mercury, a certain
volume of air (say îoo volumes) and sufficient
Hydrogen to combine with ail the Oxygen
present (say 50 volumes). An electric spark
is now passed through the mixture. Two
volumes of Hydrogen will unite with one
volume of Oxygen to form water, and from
the diminution of volume resulting, the quan-
tity of Oxygen in the air taken may be
calculated,

oo volumes of air.
50 " Hydrogen,

150 " before the electric spark.

87 " remain after electric spark.
63 " have disappeared.
63 ÷ 3 = 21 volumes of Oxygen in roo

volumes of air.

(c) To determine the composition of air by
weight, the apparatus of Dumas and Boussin-
gault are employed. (a) A large glass globe
furnished with a stopcock is exhausted and
weighed. (b) A hard glass tube furnished
with stopcocks and containing copper turn-
ings is also exhausted and weighed. (c) The
tube is connected at one end with the glass
globe, at the other with a series of U tubes
containing pumice stone soaked with Sul-
phuric acid and lumps of solid potash. The
tube is now raised to a red heat and the
stopcocks of the exhausted globe and of the
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tube are slightly opened. Air at once passes
througli the U tubes, which absorb Carbonic
acid and water, then over the metallic
copper which combines with all the Oxygen
forming copper oxide-Nitrogen alone enter-
ing the globe. The increase in weight of the

globe and tube added together vill give the
whole quantity of pure air that has entered
the apparatus, and the individual increase of
globe and of tube, the proportion in which
tie Oxygen and Nitrogen existed in that
quantity. The other constituents of the air
are Carbonic acid, water (aqueous vapor), and
Ammonia and Nitric acid in very small

quantities. The presence of Carbonic acid,
CO2, is detected by ' exposing lime-water
Ca(OH) 2 , to the air. The Carbonic acid of
the air combines with the lime-water to form
insoluble Calcium Carbonate, CaCOa, and so
turns the liquid milky. The presence of
water, 112O, may be shown by (a) exposing
fragments of Calcium Chloride, CaCl 2 , to the
air. They becoine lioiid through the absorp-
tion of moisture from the air. (b) A glass
filled with a frigorific mixture cf powdered
ice and salt, if left in air, soon becomes
covered with hoar frost (congealed water)
deposited from the air.

The air is a mecha7nical mixture.

i. When Nitrogen and Oxygen are brought
together in the proportion in which they are
found in the air, no alteiation in bulk or
temperature occurs; hence no chemical union
can have taken place, and yet the mixture
has all the properties of air.

(2). When air is shaken up vith vatersome
of the air dissolves ; this air may be expelled
by boiling. It is found to consist of Oxygen
and Nitrogen in the proportion of i to 1.87.
liad it been a compound it would have
dissolved in the water without change of
proportional composition, that is, one volume
of Oxygen to four volumes of ,Nitrogen.

3. " How vould you show that water is
foried whcn IHydrogen is pernitted to bum
in air ? How would you extract Oxygen
from water ? Explain your process."

drogen flame, drops of water soon collect on
its sides.

(b) Fill a dry jar with dry Hydrogen by
upward displacement, and then light the
Hydrogen at the mouth of the jar. The
sides will become. dim, owing to the formation
of water.

(c) Allow a flame of Hydrogen to burn
under a funnel bent at right angles and con-
nected with a dry, cool receiver. Water in
the forn of steam will pass into the receiver
and be condensed.

Oxygen is extracted from water by vec-
trolysis. Into a vessel fitted with two water-
tight corks, through aci of which a short
stout wire (platinum or copper) passes, having
two slips of platinum foil attached to their ends
inside, a quantity of water acidulated with
Sulphuric acid is poured. The water should
cover the platinum foils. The~ ends of the
wires outside are now connected vith the
terminals of a galvanic battery. Oxygen will
collect at the positive pole.

4. " Describe and explain the preparation
of Ammonia gas from Ammonia Chloride and
slaked lime. The molecule of Ammonia
consisting of one atom of Nitrogen and three
atoms of Hydrogen, what is the density of
Ammonia on the Hydrogen scale ? What
happens vhen one volume of Ammonia gas
and three volumes of Hydrochloric acid gas
(Hydric Chloride) are mixed together. ?"

(1). Into a flask fitted with cork and
delivery tube introduce coarsely powdered
Ammonic Chloride, NH4Cl, together with
its own weight of slaked lime and enougi
water to make the vhole into a thick paste.
Attach to the delivery tube a cold, empty
washing bottle and a U tube containing lumps
of solid potash. Apply heat; Ammonia in
the form of a colorless gas will be given off
and may be collected by downward displace-
ment or over mercury. The cold, empty
vashing bottle and the lumps of solid potasi

catch the moisture that cornes over, rendering
the gas perfectly dry.

(a) If a dry tumbler be held over the Hy- (2). The density of Hydrogen being taken

J
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as standard, that of Nitrogen is 14. In the
molecule of Ammonia there are three atoms
of Hydrogen weighing 3, and one atom of
Nitrogen weighing 14 ; its molecular weight
must accordingly be 17. But the molecule
occupies two volumes, therefore the density
of Ammonia, as compared with the standard,
Hydrogen, must be 17-2 = 8.5.

(3). When one 'volume of Ammonia and
three of Ilydrie Chloride are mixed, one
volume of the -fydric Chloride unites with
one volume of the Ammonia to fori Ammon-
ic Chloride, Ni 4 Cl ; the other two volumes
of Hydric Chloride will remain unchanged.

5. " What substance isformed when a piece
of dry phosphorus is burnt in an excess of
dry air? Give the formula of the phospho-
rus compound produced, and explain how it
is acted upon by boiling water."

Phosphorus Pentoxide P2 05 is formed
when dry phosphorus is burnt in excess of dry
air. This Phosphorus Pentoxide in contact
with boiling water forms Orthophosphoric
acid; H3P04. P205 + 3HsO=zH3 P04.

6. Two bottles, one containing Carbonic
Oxide and the other Anhydrous Carbonic
acid are given you to determine the nature of
the gases in each bottle. Describe the ex-
periments you would perform for this pur-
pose. By what procesS is Carbonic acid gas
generated in nature ?"

(r) The two gases are easily distinguished
by means of a lighted taper.

Carbonic acid neither
combustion.

Carbonic Oxide burns
blue flame.

burns nor support

with a very bright

(2) Water at the ordinary temperature and
pressure dissolves its own volume of Carbonic
acid. Carbonic Oxide is insoluble in water.

(3) Carbonic acid is readily condensible to
a liquid. Carbonic Oxide until recently va.
considered non-condensible.

(4) Carbonic Acid lias no reducing proper-
ties. Carbonic Oxide is a powerful reducing
agent as may be shovn by passing it over
ignited Oxide of lead.

(5) If Carbonic acid be passed through
liie water, Ca (OH)2 the liquid will be ren-
dered troubled owing to the formation of in-
soluble Calcium Carbonate, CaCO. Car-
bonie Oxide produces no effect upon lime
water.

(6) If Carbonic acid be passed into solution
of Sodium Hydroxide,.NaOI, it is readily
absorbed, Sodium Carbonate, Na:CO4 being
formed :

C0 2 +2NaOI=Na2 CO+.H2 O
Carbonic Oxide must be heated for a long
time in contact vith moist KOH before it is
absorbed, Potassic Formate, CHKO2 ,+ being
formed, CO+KOH=CHKO 2 .

Carbonie acid gas is given off in the processes
of fermentation, respiration, combustion, decay,
putrefaction and germination.

WHAT SHALL WE TEACII?

A. J. RIcKOFF.

F teachers were to look beyond the
traditional demands of the market

for which we are training the little
children under our care, and were to
analyze minutely and conscientiously
the knowledge and discipline of the
best classes of grown-up men and wo-
men, the moral and mental habili-

· ments, if you please, of well-informed

and intelligent people of different vo-
cations in life ; and if we were then to
address ourselves not to the supply of
a market, the demands of which are
determined by the ignorant masses
rather than intelligenëe, but to meet
the real needs of a people, there can
be little doubt that the curriculum of
our conmon schools would be cast
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aside as of little value, or as absolutely
worthless, and its place would be sup-
plied by elernents which noiv scarcely
appear on the programme.

But let me be more specific. If
the schoolfnaster, or rather the true
educator of the race, were to send
a comrnission to its workshops, its
farros, its churches, its political and
religious conventions, its teachers'
desks, and its editorial rooms, to
make diligent enquiry of the men
and ivomen to be found there, as
to how vuch of the knowledge
acquired in the elementary schools in
corInmon to a majority of thein-I
mean a majority of the most intelligent
-the very leaders in each class ; and
if this commission were to make care-
ful obsenation of every remaining
trace of the intellectual and moral
discipline of the schools to be ~found
in the rnodes of reasoning and styles
of expression used by those vhom they
met in the course of their inquiries;
and if, when this investigation had
been completed, the commission were
to set itself about the elimination of
everything in the present course of
conrunon school instruction, which had
been found to have been rejected as
of least worth by a great majority of
the most intelligent workmen, trades-
Inen, and tnembers of the learned
professions, how much do you think
-would remain of all that is so labor-
iously taught and so painfully learned
in the schools ?

Suppose that vhen room had been
Inade in our course of study, by throw-
ing out that vhich had been found to be
cornparatively valueless, this commis-
sion should substitute therefor more
ample courses of instruction in those
subjects, which, in the progress of their
inquiries, they had found to have been
studied at school, and to have been
extended by the great majority beyond
school-life into the self-directive years
of rnanhood and wornanhood; and
further, if the commission were to add

to this curriculum the study of the
agencies through which town, county,
state, and national governments act,
the mere machinery of the administra-
tion, and a few of the more palpable
and important principles of political
economy ; and still further, if it were
to add an introduction at least to the
great English and Anerican authors,
wvhom to know well is itself an educa-
tion, and whom it is a disgrace not to
know, whose productions are the rich-
est inheritance of our race ; or to sum
up in more general terms, if we were
to subject the common course of in-
struction in our common district and
graded schools to a thorough revision,
rigorously excluding all that is con-
sciously and unconsciously neglected
as valueless by intelligent men and
women, as soon as they become free to
judge and act for themse!ves, and sub-
stituting those things to which every
young mian and young woman who is
ambitious to become a worthy factor in
the affairs of the comrnunity, the State,
or the Nation, is forced to give earnest
attention to as he emerges from the
school; if, in a word, we were to
" prove all things and hold fast only
that which is good," we would perform
the highest service to the cause of
common school education which it is
possible for any association to per-
form.

What, for instance, would be the re-
sult of an enquiry among the more in-
telligent tradesmen and members of
the professions as to the knowledge of
geography which they have retained or
accumulated, we will say, at from
thirty-five to fifty years. I do not speak
of that alone which they learn in
childhood, but of the sum total of all
the knowledge they may claim at the
time of the inquiry. I think it would
be found that they know very little as
compared with the fourteen or fifteen
years old miss who has just passed her
examination for the high school in any
one of our towns or cities, except
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as to those points which they have in
later years looked up for purposes of
business or plêasure. Not having any
relation to the -ourse of reading or
business pursuits of matured years, the
names and locations of rivers, moun-
tains, lakes, cities, capes, nations, etc.,
drop from the memory of most men
as the features of people who.
pass us in rapid-moving proces3 ion.
The studying having served its purpose
in the recitation-room and examination
day, is promptly dismissed from the
mind. Test the value of a study thus
pursued by any standard you please,
and it is valueless except as to its
general outlines, which can be learned
in one-third the time now allotted to it.
As studied it contributes little to our
stores of useful information and still
less to the discipline of mind, inas-
much as it begets a habit of careless
indifference to what we have learned.

There is only one possible good
which the study of such a multiplicity
of details can serve. The persistent
effort to store them in memory, even
for temporary use, puts the faculty of
attention under the control of the will.
But if that is the only advantage we
expect to obtain from it, the names
and the infinitely varying characteris-
tics of the objects which are all about
us in the natural world and in the
world of art and industry, would serve
the purpose still better.

Take English grammar. Its utility
in training us to speak the language
with correctness and precision is
claimed by very few of those who
advocate its retention in all its magni-
ficent proportions in the curriculum of
the elementary schools. Its claims
rest mainly on its assumed value as a
disciplinary study ; but I am willing to
concede little in its favor which I
would not concede to geography. As
to the training of judgment and reason,
which is claimed as the chief excel-
lence, I must say that I have no very
high respect for it. Taught at an age

when the power of abstract reason is
yet very feeble, the supposed exercise
of reason is likely to be only an exer-
tion of the verbal memory. At this
period of life the interest vhich may
seem to be excited in this study is
only a fear of reproof or a laudable
ambition to stand well in class. That
it is beyond the capacity of children in
our elementary schools, is now allowed
by most authorities on the subject. If
their conclusions be true, the deduc-
tion is inevitable that the study is not
only useless but pernicious-pernicious
not alone because it displaces other
studies which would be of far greater
practical utility, but because of tlc
mistaken notion of the true nature of a
process of reasoning which it begets in
the mind of the average child. Pre-
mises being given, and a conclusion
derived by a false process, or by a
process which is not understood, the
integrity of the reason is violated and
confidence in its operations impaired,
and the faculty itself perrnanently
weakened instead of being strength-
ened. I have no hesitation, theiefore,
in rejecting granmar or the greater
part of it from the list of conirnon-
school studies.

But what of arithmetic? I answer
with some reluctance, because I know
how strongly fortified this subject is in
the minds of the people. For illustra-
tion, I might say that an amendrnent
of the Catechism has been proposed
by a gentleman in the part of the State
of Ohio from which I came, In an-
swer to the question, "What is the
chief end of man?" he would reply,
" To glorify God and study Arithrnetic
forever." Within a few years past, say
the last thirty or forty, far more atten-
tion has been given than it deserves.
We do not teach it too well, not well
enough, as to its elemients, but we at-
tempt to teach too much of it. We
teach more in the schools than is ne-
cessary in the counting room. I an
told by the gentleman above referred
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to that, baving occasion to draw a note
whichn %Nrould realize a certain surn
w'hera discounted at the baik, he found
the cashier unable to reckon the
amiotant for hich it should be drawn.
Tfhis suggested a series of inquiries
a-noDg bankers, which xesulted in the
cLisco>very that hardly one out of ten
c-oUlci make the calculation on sight.

Again, I a.ni told by insurance rnen
that they are never called upon to
e:Rect an insurance covering both the
v-alue of the property and the sum paid
for irosurance, and that in consequence
the conputation is never necessary.
Hýere are two famxous 4 gags "of boïards

c>f e>raminers with which you are all
familiar. Tley require a knowledge
cf arithrnetic beyond wiat is required
iri th vexy lines of business to w'hich
tIley are supposed to pertain, yet they
a.re treated of in every school text-book
c>n this subject.

The truth is tha.t inx arithinetic we
c>ugh.t to attempt to teach only that
which is coinmom to all trades and pro-

fessions, certainly no more than is
comcnon to a majority of them. What
is peculiar to tie banker, the insur-
a-nce agemt, county auditor, the collec-
t<r of customs, the ecchange broker
slould be taught as belonging to a
trade or profession to be learned only
vwher. it becones necessary in learning
th3e trade. It rmay be said that the
custonmer at banl< needs to know hlowv
t4o discount a note as well as the cash-
ier; Lut -to thiis X reply that 'vith a little
cemrnon sense, if he knows low to cast
ixiterest, lhe can detect tie error of the
bankc clerk, though it miay talce hira'
s.ome tirne to acquire the facility in
doing it -vhich the clerc needs.

If a boy is skilled in addition, sub-
traction, multiplication and division-
ir-itegral, fractiomal and compound-
a.d kcnoçvs Iiow to compute percentage
and one good way of casting interest,
hie can take care of lairnself in the corn-
meercial dealings to.-vhich bis business

incidentally calls hirn, and with that lie
can easily acquire facility in those
computations which belong specially
to his own branch of trade.

So far as corninon probleins in muen-
suration are concerned, I would have
thern provided for in a simple course in
geornetry, which I would ha.ve substitu-
ted for the many conmercial rales novr
required. If the question were directly
under consideration, I think it might
be naintained ith success that the
measurenients of surfaces and solids is
of a far more general utility than the
reckonirig of annual or compound inter-
est or bank discount or partial payments,
and certainly, to say the least, they are
quite as simple. I would say study,
master t1hese applications at any cost,
if they were essential to the elernents
of arithrnetic, but fhey are not. As a
miatter of fact, I think it will be almost
universally confessed that these special
applications are taught at the expense
of an understanding of the elements,
at the expense even of readiriess and
accuracy in straight addition, subtrac-
tion, miultiplication and division of
simple numbers.

If the claims of cormpeting studies
had been duly weighed, and the work
now required had been flxed by a
competent cornmission of intelligent
imien, in the liglht of circurnstances as
they exist to-day, I would be slow to
question the wisdorn of their decision ;
but it is a notorious fact that the
nultiplicity of rules and cases to be

found in our text books on this subject
is due to the efforts of one author
after another to make his books more
complete than the previous publications
with which they are to corne in coin-
petition; and being in the arithmetic,
the teacher, especially in our ungraded
schools, feels under obligation to teach
thern all, lest perchance it rnight 'be
clharged that he hinself could not do
all the " suis" in the book--,d'uca-
tion«aJfl4umal of Virginia.
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PU3LIC SCIOOL DEPARTIEINT.

McGILL 'UNIVERSITY SCI- OOL EIXANMIINATI'rON S, 1881.

.Preûnina>y Subj cts.

ENGLIsH GRANMARZ.

Time /zours.

EXAMINERS-J. Clark iurray, LL. 1).,
Rev. Prof. Scarth, Mi. A. Charles
E. .loyse, B. A.
i. In adding a syllable to a word,

(a) if the word ends in a consonant,
when is the consonant doubled ; (b) if
it ends in y, when is the y changed
into i?

2. Give the comparative and super-
lative of the following adjectives :-
Sad, bad, fair, far, little, brittle, merry,
gay, beautiful, ill, tall, late.

3. Give the present and past parti-
ciples of each of the following verbs .-
Seek, leak, feel, steal, lose, loose, tell,
fell, hear, near, forsake, cit.

4. In the following verse point out,
(a) the nouns, proper and comrnon, (b)
the adjectives and the nouns they
qualify, (c) the prepositions and the
nouns they govern, (d) the conjunctions
and the parts of sentences they
connect:-

"And when above the surges
They saw his crest appear,

All Roine sent forth a rapturous cry,
And even the ranks of Tuscany

Could scarce forbear to cheer."

5. In the following sentence distin-
guish active, passive, transitive, intransi-
tive, and impersonal verbs :-" It
rained for a little as we began to ascend;
but the sun dispersed the clouds soon,
and ve were alrnost oppressed with
its heat."

6. Explain what the two primary
elernents of a sentence are, illustrating
by an example.

7. (a) Distinguish complex and corn-
pound sentences. (b) Of which sort
are the sentences in questions 4 and 5 ?

8. In the following sentences select
the ivords vhich enlarge the subject: -
(a) Alfred the Great inade many -wise
laws. ; (1) Impatient of delay they
rushed unpreparecd to battle; (c)
Rejecting with dislain the delicacies
provided for his table, the king satisfied
his appetite vith cornmon fare.

9. In the following sentences distin-
guish Direct and Indirect Object :
(a) IPlay me that old tune; (b) He
taught his people the truth.

ro. Correct the follo-wing errors
(a) Neither of us were there ; (b) Each
of the members go avay in their turn ;
(c) You are better entitled to the prize
than her.; (d) I seen hirm do it.

ARIT H M ETIC.
l2Me 3 hou-s.

ExAxAimI s-Rev. Principal Lobley,
D. C. L. G. 1. Chandler, M. 4.
i. Subtract the difference of 724809

and 347251 froin their sum, and rnrul-
tiply the reniainder by 207.

Express the result in words.
2. A tradesinan receives on an

average ;£70 15s. Sd. every day, and
pays out £59 i8s. 9td. Find how
much lie maikes in the year, deducing
53 Sundays.

3. Multiply '0721 by -386 3
4. Find the arnount of $7500 for 3

years at 6 per cent. per annurn con-
pound interest.

5. Find the price of carpeting a rooni
20 ft. 8 in. long, and 18 ft. 9 in. broad
with carpet 27 inches wide at 5s, 3d.
per yard.

6. If a family of 8 people consurnes
$i3 worth of flour in 6 weeks, how
long will $16.25 -worth last a famxily of
12 people.
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7. Three men build a house for
$685o, of -which one furnishes $3425,
another $zo55, and the third $1350.
The house is sold for $540o. How
much should each receive ?

8. T'he ditch of a fortress can be
filled by one sluice alone in 12 hours
and by another in 15 hours ; in what
timie will it be filled by both open
together?

9. Find the square root of6o.487129
to the third decirnal place.

32
1:o. Express cwt. as the

2ý/- -4-

decimal of a ton.
x i. WVhat is the greatest common

Measure of 204, 1 19o and 2096 ?
12. Vhat is each man's part if $972

be divided equally arnong 1oS ien.

BRITISH ANID CANAIDIAN MISTORY.

7ne-3 iomrs.

EKAMINERS-J. Clark M-airray, LL.D.,
]Rev. Prof. Scarth, M. A., Charles
E. Moyse, 13. A.
x. Naine one celebrated Saxon,

and one celebrated Darish, king of
England, giving the century in which
each reigned.

:z. (a) What was the date of the
battle of Hastings? (b) Who were
the cornbatants? (c) What was the
lesuit ?

3. In vhat reigns, and in what years,
were ]reland and WVales respectively
conquered, and annexed to En'gland?

4. Tell' the origin and end of Wat
Tyler's rebellion.

5. (a) What king of England was
nicknanmed Crookback? (b) In what
battle was he killed ? (c) What line
of king: closed, what line began, with
his death.

6. What great religious event took
place in the reign of Henry ~VIII.?

7. (a) Name in order the monarchs
of the Stuart line? Which of them
was executed ? (c) Wlhat government

existed between his execution and the
restoration of his son ?

8. In whose reign, and in what year,
did the Anerican colonies declare
their independence of Great Britain ?

9. (a) What was the date of the
battle of Waterloo? (b) Who were
the combatants? (c) What was the
result ?

ro. (a) 'Who vas the inmediate
predecessor of Queen Victoria?-
(b) What was the object of the Reform
Bill passed in his reign?

I. i. (a) By whom, and in wliat year,
was the St. Lawrence discovered ?-
(b) Why was it called by this naine ?

12. Vhat were the date and aim
of the "Quebec Act "?

13. (a) What was the cause of the
war of 1812? (b) Mention any battle
fought in Canada during that war.

14. In what year ivas the Dominion
of Canada formed ?

GEOGRAPHY.
imc-3 hours.

ExAnNERS-J. Clark Murray, LL.D.,
Rev. Prof. Scarth, MU. A., Charles
E. Moyse, B. A.
x. What do you mean by Physical

Geography ?
2. Describe the origin. of rivers.

Define Watershed, Fork, Basin.
3. Fow are Bars and Deltas form-

ed ? Name the nost important deltas
of each continent.

4. What are the three main causes
of variations in the temperature ? Give
illustrations.

5. State what active volcanoes exist
in Europe. What proofs can you give
of the presence of volcanic agency in
Luiope in the earlier stages of the
earth's history ?

6. Naime the principal manufactures
of England. State in what parts of
the kingdor these are chiefly car-
ried on.

7. Give the position, boundaries
and political divisions of Asia.

8. What are the general character-
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istics of Africa ? Narne the large lakes
of Africa and the rivers which drain
thesmi.

9. Naine the rivers of North Amen-
Ca, classing theni according to the gulfs
and oceans into which they flow.

xo. Narne the provinces of Canada
with capitals. Give date of confedera-
tion. Namie the chief industries, and
the principal lines of railway.

ENGLISH LITEIRATURE.

Tie-3 hours.

EîANERs-Rev. J. Clark Murray,
LL.D., Rev. Prof. Scarth, M.A.,
Chas. E. Moyse, B.A.

.. State what you know concerning
Chaucer's life and works.

2. Notice the chief features of Eng-
ish literature during the First Eliza-
bethar Period, 1559-1579.

3. Naie the authors of the follow-
iiig2 :-Art of Poesie, Polyolbion, Lycidas.
Principia, Dunciad, Religio Medici,
Rai .Roister Doister, As You Like It
In what centuries were they written ?
Add a note as to the character of each
work.

4. Name eight great poets of the
present century, and one poem of each.

5. What was the nature of the con-
versation between Ellen and the stran-
ger at their first meeting ?

(b) Describe the procession of Sir
Roderick's barges.

(c) Narrate Brian the flerrnit's acts
and the substance of his -words in
Canto III (The Gathering).

(d) Who shot Blanche of Devan?
'What was her dying request?

(e) What part does Ellen play in
Stirling Castle ?

6. Explain the meaning of :-the
tover on Shinar's Plain, I doean vine,
God wot, I-Iotspur's bows, bosky thick-
ets, for battle boune, kern, a stag of
ten, jennet, Tinchel.

7. Give a brief outline of the First
Book of Paradise Lozt.

8. To vhat ancient hosts does

Milton compare the array of fallen
angels ? How does he describe Satan's
shield and spear ?

9. Who pleaded for open war ?
his chief arguments ? Who used
"words clothed in reason's garb ?" the
chief points in his speech ?

1o. In what way does Milton make
the fallen angels spend their leisure?
Mention the four rivers of Hell, and
state the meaning of each naine.

1i. Who kept the key of Hell-gate ?
What lay directly outside Hell ? To
wyhom did Satan speak just after leaving
Hell? Why ? What answer did he
receive ?

ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

Time 3 hours.

EXAMINERS-ReV. J. Clark Murray,
LL. D. Rev. Prof. Scarth. M. A.,
Chas. E. Moyse, B. A.

i. What does Peile say about
chamberlain, adder, hernshaw, the
suffixes tar and ster ?

2. Apply Grimm's Law to goose, deer,
kin, heat, three, and explain the
results.

3. " The second great group of
amalgamating languages is called Indo-
European." Name the chief languages
(living and dead) of this group.

(b) What is meant by the term
Turanian as applied to languages ?

4. " Light can be thrown on the
history of this country (England) by
the names of places." Prove the state-
ment.

5. " A mass of conjunctions are ob-
viously cases, generally of Pronouns."
Give one example from English, one
from Latin, one from Greek. (b) Why,
is the term Pronouni, as generally
understood, inaccurate ?

6. The Second Lecture in Trench
deals with the poetry in words. Give
six of his examples and explain them.

7. "What a record of inventions,
how much of the history of commerce
is preserved in names !" Derive ten
of these.
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8. What is the difference between
contrary and opposite ; education and
instruction ; abdication and desertion ?

9. What does Trench say about
ajis, Crypt, post, stock ?

io. Name the Relative pronouns
and point out their uses. Tell what
you know concerning their history.

i . What do you know concerning
the history and use of the Infinitive
niood, the Gerund or Verbal Noun,
the Present Participle?

12. Compare three Adverbs in the
regular nood, five "irregularly," and
name two which show defective coin-
parison.

13. Derive two Adjectives from
Nouns; two Nouns from Adjectives;
two Verbs from Adjectives; two Verbs
from Nouns.

14. Analyse grammatically:-
'Life, like a dome of imany coloured glass,
Stains the white radiance of Eternity,
Until Death tramples it to fragments.-Die,
If thoù wouldst be with that which thou dost

seek !

GENERAL HISTORY.

iZme 3 hours.

EXAMINERS-ReV. J. Clark Murray,
LL. D., Rev. Prof Scarth, M. A.,
Chas. E. Moyes, B. A.
i. Who was the great Spartan law-

giver? What regulations did he make
concerning the use of money ? What
was the nature of Spartan life and edu-
cation, and what its aim ?

2. In the Persian invasion of Greece,
state in what great battles the invaders
were defeated. and give dates.

3. Who was Epaminondas ? What
were the results of the battles of Leuk-
tra and Mantinea ?

4. What story do the Romans tell
about the founding of Rome? How
long - was she governed' by kings ?
Who vas the last king?

5. What great wars had Rome to
wage before she became mistress of
Italy ? What were the two ways by
which she kept Italy under her power ?

6. Mention some of the changes
made by Diocletian in the plan of the
Roman government.

7. When and between whom was the
battle of Chalons fought? Who was
the last emperor of Rome? Give the
date. State who was proclaimed king
of Italy in his stead.

8. Give an account of the origin of
the Crusades. The date and history
of the first? How many Crusades
were there ?

9. Give an account of rise of the
Dutch Republic.

1o. Give an account of the Russian
campaign of 1812.

THE GOSPELS.

Time 1 hour.

EXAMINFRS-ReV. J. Clark Murray,
LL. D., Rev. Prof. Scarth, M. A.,
Chas. E. Moyse, B. A.
i. State what you know of the birth

and childhood of our Lord.
2. At whatage did our Lord enter

upon His public ministry ? How long
did it last ? What circumstances
immediately preceded it ?

3. Give an account of the Lord's
first miracle Where was it wrought?
When were the greater number of his
miracles performed ?

4. Relate the parable of the "ten
virgins "? What is a parable ?

5. Can you give the account of our
Lord's last appearance to the Disciples
at the Sea of Tiberias, and His solemn
questions to Peter on that occasion ?

GEOMETRY.

Time 3 hours.

EXAMINERS-Rev. Principal Lobley,
D. C. L., George H. Chandler,
M. A.
i. Draw a straight line at right

angles to a given straight line from a
given point in the same.

2. The greater side of every triangle
has the greater angle opposite to it.

3. If a straight line falling on two
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other straightlines makes the alternate
angles equal to one another, the two
straight lines shall be parallel to one
another.

4. Equal triangles on equal bases in
the saine straight line, and on the same
side of it, are between the same
parallels.

5. Describe a parallelogram equal
to a given rectilineal figure, and having
an angle equal to a given rectilineal
angle.

6. If a straight line be divided into
any two parts, the square on the whole
line is equal to the squares on the two
parts, together with twice the rectangle
contained by the two parts.

(a) The square on any line is equal

to four times the square on half the line.
7. Divide a given straight line into

two parts, so that the rectangle con-
tained by the wlhole and one of the
parts may be equal to the square on
the other part.

8. One circumference of a circle
cannot cut another at more than two
points.

9. If a straight line touch a circle,
the straight line drawn from the centre
to the point of contact shall be perpen-
dicular to the line touching the circl.

io. If two straight lines cut one
another within a circle, the rectangle
contained by the segments of one of
them shall be equal to the rectangle
contained by the segments of the other.

STOCK COMPANIES.

BY T. A. PUGH.

I. How stock comp anies are organized.
A stock company is an association

of individuals united to transact a cer-
tain business under given regulations.
A charter is the legal document which
defines the rights and obligations of a
corporation. Dealers in stocks, bonds
and annuities are known as stock
brokers and stock jobbers. In New
York the traffic in stocks is of two kinds,
the regular sales at the first and second
boards, and the operations of the street.
The first are legitimate and the sales
are presumed to be bonafide; the second
are generally speculative and are often
mere gambling or betting by men with-
out capital. The board of brokers in
New York is composed of more than
1,ooo members. It has a president,
secretary, treasurer and governing com-
mittee of 40 members who are the ex-
ecutive of the exchange, and can admit,
expel and readmit members.

Next in importance is the sub-com-
mittee of arbitration which decides all

disputes arising from transactions be-
tween members. When a member fails
to deliver or pay for stocks as agreed,
his name is struck from the list; but he
may be reinstated upon effecting a
settlement with his creditors.

The New York stock exchange is
the wealthiest organization of the kind
in the world. The par value of annual
sales made at the boards and "over
the counter " is estimated at more than
$22,000,000,000.

The rules of the organization are
very strict, and cover a rigid scrutiny
of all securities, a surveillance over
members in respect of their fidelity to
contracts, and a stringent examination
of the character and responsibility of
candidates for membership. An appli-
cant for membership must be 21 years
old, a banker, broker or stock dealer
in New York for one year, or a member
in good standing of the Philadelphia,
Baltimore or Boston board.

The initiation fee of a member
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admitted by election is $1o,ooo, and
one admitted by transfer is $500.

Durng business hours the board is
in constant communication with the
financial centres of Europe, and the
brokers pay $r,ooo,ooo a year for
telegrams from London alone.

Having considered the organization
and the laws regulating the comîpany, it
nay not be uninteîesting to notice:

Il. The peciliar ternis used by the
Stock Exchange.

Among those in most frequent use
are "long" and "short," expressing
individual excess or deficiency in the
holding of a specified stock for specula-
tive purposes; and "bull" and " bear,"
designating those respectively who find
their interest in operating for a rise or
fall in the price of stocks, or who,
foreseeing either a rise or fall in the
price of stocks, take measures to make
a profit on the "turn of the market."
The bull endeavors to appreciate or
"toss up," and the bear to depreciate
or "pull down" the price. The phrase
" buyer's option," added to the memo-
randum of a sale of stocks, implies that
the purchaser who buys at 30 or 6o
days can call for the delivery of the
stocks at any time within the period by
giving one day's notice and paying
interest at 6% up to the time lie calls.
Such purchases are usually made at a
little above the cash price.

"Seller's option" is a little below
the cash price, and the seller has the
right to deliver on any day within the
limited time, by giving one day's notice,
receiving interest up to time of delivery.

A "corner " is an operation by one
or several brokers who form a clique
to compel others to pay a heavy differ-
ence on the price of stock. Sometimes
the clique purchase gra.dually a large
amount of stock on time, buyer's option;
they next sell nearly the same amount
on time, seller's option, so as to secure
an eventual market for their stock;
then buy for cash, thus raising the price,
and make a sudden call for the stock

they have purchased on buyer's option,
which, if they have cak ulated correctly,
compels the parties fron whom they
have purchased to buy of thiem at a high
price in order that they may deliver at
a low one.

"A point," the first element of suc-
cessful speculation, is trustworthy pri
vate information concerning a certain
stock, such as whcther a bull niovenient
is organi.ing, or an extra dividend is
to be declarcd, or new stock is to be
issued.

A "lame duck " is a broker who is
unable to respond with the shares or
noney when contracts mature.

A "spread eagle" is the operation
of a broker who sells a large quantity
of stock on time, say 6o days, buyer's
option, and buys the same quantity at
a lower price, on the same time, seller's
option. If both contracts run their
full time, he makes the difference; but
if the buyer or seller cails for a settle-
ment before the time, he may be
seriously embarrassed.

"Put," "call," "ballooning," "sad-
dling," "unloading," and forty other
terms make up the dialect.

III. Stock Companies in Europe.
Among the most noted are Paris,

London, Berlin, Amsterdam, Frankfort,
Madrid and Vienna. In Paris there are
6o members appointed by the govern-
ment. Each must deposit 125,000 fr.
in the national treasury as a guaranty
of upright conduct. A broker's seat is
worth from 1,5oo,ooo to 2,000,000

fr. and cannot be sold without the
consent of the governing committee.

Cash sales are infrequent, and the
greater part of the business is "privi-
legé," the buyer deciding on the 15th
and 3oth of the month whether he will
take the stock or not, but in either case
having to pay the premium. The time
transactions are usually made "the end
of the current month," or the end of
the next month. The 4 th of each
month is settling day. The parquet
is in session from i to 3 p. m. of each
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day ; the coufis.ç is iii session througli
the day and it includes a large inutuher
of (cliale jolbers atid specu la.tors.
'l'le emwitcmlent at Gille of ', higli
chaniige " in L ondon, lParis or New
X'ork is orteni stuch lis begg.lrs eui>

l ion ; several Iuîn1dred imein are bshuiiiil,
calling ont %vlhat (biey hiave Lu .selI or
whiat tliey wishi to buy, at tie Lop of

thecir voire,;, ail togcthcer, and Icap>ing
and gesticillatilig, 1ntîiîo. as if insanle;
in sp)(!tilflhive periods immeniCfse Stitis
-ire 111ade or lost iii a rew miinutes.

IV. f-,ro7 la ;f(kc M11s pi*ac/in U
Meu Atrî/liiietlc Glass.

Whicn tlîks sub1jcct contes 11p hie
tearlier rnay organize a stockccnjay
T'ect the class Cieciail thc officers. 'I.11c
tcachcer iust, of course, oversce the
work. TIake picres of wvhitc palier anîd
give valuies to thcmni gui as $z,$,
$100, etc.

l3ook-kcep)ing cati be sttidied iii tlus
cxcrcisc, and rnany other things wlhicli
the judiciotus teachcer wvill bring in -ts
collateral instruction. j'et thie j ilpi Is

ilt vually îrats-act Inîsillems, bily aind -mi
silmires4, admit liviv iiîlbels, etc. Supl..

tlie ti. L((k of the' ý oIli>itly (o) tic
SNmiuniotious exitiples (-lt bc,

plit to the t ass. ''le coîupany Cti
delare il d ivi(ICeIlo : tli cIci et c vi

(lie mnlonuy bL' < utIintec(il t o Ccil (hIC.
\,oit %ill bc îittil.c( to (mnd hlow hîttc
the atve:dgv p ipit:îw ab>out, oulntilg
iloincy. litit yotu :iust tnot Cx

i (O L ohave si< Il a «itot.l( C(>tipiiiy
tIi yolir seliooi as dîec iii. nall
Street, New YVrk. Voit lire oilly
to gCt out or U.tL old rouduei wtty
of Vecin 'oit are to bce cotent
wvit1 sinal rc.sui;. TIo fltov il e pipit
wliat, U ity of aituesO is, clect

.tin asesor iii thle seltout. ,L Iliiî
1)IeIJarc aL Iisi of the inainei of blit
sC.lo<A :îîaLç.,ý, alffl asscs: bb jier pro
I>1o1erty, Slichi s luokH, 8siaies, >»I,

etc.
T h is

idlea or
Lu nig
(Io the

wiII give thie scliolars a licter
it thanl you cati give by Ier-
l)C5i(Cs ut- wihl pleastHcm (Ci t
work.

() BJ I'.1' 'i'1",ACH tNG.

T/je Grea( Error in our .S5Jsems
q/ Primary /ns/ricionz. -XVc believe
the grcat error in our systcrns of pr-
ary instruction is tic prevalent idea
that we sIîotld view cvcry siibjc-t as a
cornpletcd science, thiat wc should then
reduce the science to its so-called
eleme.ýj/s, and begin our tcachings with
these. Bukt this is a total inversion cf
the ordler in which cvery science has
been huit up in the growth of the
race, and opposed, also to thc order
of mental dcvclopment, and, consc-
quc'ntly, to the principles upon which
knowlcdge is acquired by the individ-
ual. Whiat wc now cail the elcments

0' a -Stîbjeci arc the eXpresh'i(>fl4 o)f it.q
giuneral triitls -- tlîe finalrîls-h
few gencral fats or principles4 tylicli

.science lias deutccd( front a large rol-
lection of facts after tile qt'rtj(- tire lis
bccn completcdl ; and as nuitlier na-
tions nor ifl(ividuaH arrive at iecSO
clcments fir4t, s;o they shculci nuL firt
bc- îresenîcdý( to ,Iclil,'. What lire
thecledecn/ary soundç of ur langage
but the re.ctulf.s of invcstigatiotn by
8scholars aftur Uic langliage liad ;lttainý
cd its present degrce of develop)rnent?
And yct, even rhorsdo flot agrc

ars Lu thc nnimler and cliaracter of thc.qe
sounids, nor arc they the same in ail lan-
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guages. Let us bear in mind that the
rudimentary facts of a science are one
thing, and its elementarybriapciles an-
othei: the facts are the first things
learned, and )y simple perception;
the principles are the last things
learned, and they are acquired by a
much more advanced mental process
-that of generalization. Nature,
dealing only with facts, teaches the
particulars, and then we make the
generalization. Hence we sec why
our perceptions are right, and why
our rules and principles are often
wrong.

We remnarkcd at the outset that the
systern of "Object" teaching is not
new in principle, and that it is not only
carried out in Nature's teachings, but
that it is the system upon which near-
ly all valuable knowledge bas been
accumulated in the progressive civili-
zation of the race.

Al Science built up on the "I Object "
System.-All science has been built up
upon this system ; all original investi-
gators and discoverers even now adopt
its methods; it is only when we come
to elenentary instruction of the school-
room that we depart from its princi-
ples. Let us bring up a few cases in
illustration.

If we look at the science of botany
we shall find that it bas grown fron
srnall beginnings by a close examina-
tion of the objects themselves. Amid
the infinite diversity which the vegeta-
ble world presents, certain points of
resemblance vere at a very early peri-
od noticed by the most casual observ-
ers, sufficient to forim the basis of
some sort of a classification, even
though it may have been as rude as
that given by the poet Cowley when
lie divided the vegetable world into
three great classes-hèrbs, flowers, and
trees. But when Linnæus, and after
him Jussieu, laid the foundation of the
science of botany as it now exists, it
was not by speculative theories formed
in their closets, but by a close observa-

tion of nature herself-such a course
as we have attempted to sketch the
outlines of in the lessons on several of
the charts in this series. Look at
the "Forms of Leaves," as presented
on a "Botanical Chart." All these
were closely examined in the natural
objects themselves by the early botan-
ists, and nanes given to them. Thus,
different species of plants were found
to vary in the general forms of their
leaves, some ovate, some cordate, or
heart-shaped, etc. ; soine species were
found to have their margins entire
and unbroken, others had them var-
iously toothed or serrate; in some
species the tips of the leaves were
sharp-pointed, or mucronate ; in others
b1unt or truncate ; and in others,
notched, or emarginate; but in all the
individuals of each species the family
resenblance was so uniform as not
to be mistaken. Yet not a step could
be taken in building up the science of
botany until all such particulars, and
others similar to them as to the forms
.of the stems, flowers, roots, etc., were
noticed. And if children would have
the most accurate knowledge of the
forms and colors, and other character-
istics of individual plants, they must
be led to notice the real plants thein-
selves, or their representations. Mere
description is, for the young, a very
poor substitute, although it nay an-
swer, where nothing better can be had,
for the mature scholar, who, having
carefully observed one thing of a kind.
is prepared to judge of all others of
the same kirnd by it ; just as a child
that lias closely examined one labiate
flower is prepared to judge of all other
labiate flowers by that one; and when
lie sees a certain leaf, and is told that
particular form is called clliptical, he
knows the shape of any other leaf that
is described as being elliptical, and of
anything else in nature that is so de-
scribed. It is very apparent, there-
fore, that the truc method of instruc-
tion is to present the object first, or the
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representation, if the object can not be
obtained, and not the description.
First the idea is to be acquired, and
after that the u.ords which represent it
almost spontaneously follow.

This is as true, both of the miethod
of discovery, and of all appreved sub-
sequent study, in all other sciences as
in botany. Not only did the discover-
ers in anatomy examine every bone,
and nerve, and muscle, and vein, and
artery, and notice their varied uses,
and their conditions of health and dis-
ease, but we think it necessary that
students in anatomy at this day should
pursue the samne course of instruction.
Does not the geologist examine the
rocks themselves : the astronomer turn
his telescope to the heavens, that he
may sec witi his own eyes ; the chem-
ist go over in his laboratcry the exper-
iments of his predecessors; and the
scientific farimer study the conditions
of vegetable growth in the analysis of
soils and plants, and in experiments
based on what lie thus lcarns? And
if "seeing is believing," and Icads
older students in the most direct road
to knowledge, does not the saine prin-
ciple hold good with children; and
ought we not, as far as possible, to
pursue the sane systen in their edu-
cation? Let them learn by the evi-
dence of their own senses as far as
they can, for then they will be apt to
learn aright. In the knowledge thus
acquired they are ahvays interested.
To see is to know, but that which is
nerely told is often unheeded, misap-
preliended. or disbelieved. We see,
therefore, that Nature teaches, and
that science progresses, from the ob-
servation of the rudimentary facts,
upward to the rules and principles
which are the gencralization of then.
And why should we in our school in-
struction, invert the order?

Why Scienre is adaj>/ed to Childhood.
-It is easy to see that, when present-
cd in the truc inductive order, all the
natural sciences, which are built up of
fac/s from the great book of Nature,
are peculiarly adapted to the capacit-

ies of childhood - giving constant
activity, as they do, to the perceptive
faculties, and storing the mind with
imaterials for the further exercise of
memory, comparison, association, im-
agination, reason andjudgment. Many
subjects, which are put far advanced,
even in the curriculum of college stud-
ies, by reason of the inverse order in
which they are presented in books,
are thus seen to be connected with
the common matter of every-day life,
and their rudimentary facts to be con-
stantly passing under the observation
of children. A little pebble is a very
coninion matter, which children often
handle with little interest ; but con-
nect it with the geological history of
our earth--show how, in some deep
and quiet sea of a bygone age, it was
slowly deposited, particle by particle,
and finally became hardened into
stone-show the strange animals and
plants that were its contemporaries-
how it was subsequently broken from
its rocky bed ; and after being tossed
and buffeted by the waves for ages
longer, until, worn into its present
form, it was left where you chanced to
find it-and it at once becomes an ob-
ject of curious regard in the eyes of
the intelligent child ; for in its little
self it presents the records of a history
wonderful and grand in the extreme.
Thus every plant froni the fields or
wayside, and every star that twinkles
in the evening sky becomes a rudi-
mentary fact of scientific knowledge
-a fact which even children can com-

prehend. What we need is to present
such fact, (and there is a boundless
store of theni ready at our hands) in
their appropriate order, in a system of
primiary instruction. Let our reading
books prepare the way for this system,
both for teachers and pupils, by giving
to all sone little insight into the nys-
teries contained in the great volume of
Nature, which, unhappily is yet a
sealed book to many of our educators
theniselves; and then let the systeni
of " Object " teaching now being inau-
gurated, work out the details.

-Manual of Information for Objcct Lesson3.
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SHOULD THE "INTERMEDIATE" BE CONTINUED?

(From the E duational Monthly of November.)

W E propose this month to statebriefly-for the last tine, we
trust--the prominent objections to the
"Intermediate," omitting those that
hold against any mere written test of the
condition of a school:-

i. Intended to serve as a promotion
examination which an ordinary High
School pupil might pass after a two
years' course of study, it has never
Leen so. The rigidity of its tests and
the impossibility of preparing ordinary
pupils in the time for the examination,
has prevented this. A clever boy or
girl may pass after two year's study,
but the averege High School pupil,
for whom the schools are specially
intended, cannot do so. Further it
ignores some very important subjects
of study and gives undue importance
to others. Reading, Writing, Drawing
and Music have no examinational value,
and are practically dead in our High
Schools. It has been said by one of
the High School Inspectors, that the
examination craze bas gone so far that
in teaching French inany Masters do
not trouble themselves about the pro-
nunciation, on the ground that it does
not pay. Then again, as Messrs. Mar-
ling and Buchan have stated, too much
attention is bestowed on Ivathe-
matics, and English Composition,
English Literature, and the littere
/umazniores generally, do not receive
the proper amount of attention.

Many pupils, too, fail at this exam-
ination who are more worthy of pro-
motion than many who pass. The
maser must, therefore, ignore the
examination in his arrangement of his
classes, or keep his pupils for another
year at the same work, vhether parents

wish it or not. In the former case the
school will lose part of the grant on
Upper School attendance, and in the
latter the pupil's education will be
retarded. As the Master's ability is
appraised according to his success at
the "Intermediate," we say deliberately
that he will be a most Quixotic man
if he do not consider his own interests.
In a large school the evils are becoming
simply unbearable. To the knowledge
of the vriter some Institutes have been
forced to adopt the following plan :-
The Master makes up the number the
public expects him to pass, by foraging
for and securing candidates for Second
Class Certificates, and if his High
School pupils proper fail to pass, he
promotes then without regard to the
examination. We hold that the Master
should be allowed to arrange his
school without any regard for examina-
tions other than the entrance and
leaving examinations. The " Inter-
mediate would be less objectionable
if it were the end of the High School
course, as the High School Entrance
one practically is in the case of the
Public Schools ; but its infliction when
it now takes effect, is a most unjustifi-
able interference with the master's
liberty of action.

It is perfectly true that, so far as the
subjects it embraces are concerned, the
l Intermediate " may in some respects
suit schools that do not attempt higher
work than it entails upon them. It is
their Leaving Examination, but it is
a nost serious injury to the schools
that take up the present Upper School
Programme. The " Intermediate " is
not a promotion examination, and the
Department has not succeeded iii
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naking it one after nearly six years'
experience. The Department has,
therefore, no right to thro w the schools
into confusion for two or three months
in the year.

2. The " Intermediate " seriously
interferes with classical culture. It
has done a good deal for English and
Mathematics-for the latter in particu-
lar ; but anyone who examines the
University Matriculation Class Lists
will see, that if Classics are not being
less attended to than they were, they
are not advancingparipassu with other
subjects. This cannot be justified.
Fev men who have not a good Classical
education can have real culture.
Many men, indeed, who have no.t the
former think they have the latter; but
this is quite a natural mistake, under
the circumstances.

If the Minister of Education con-
tinue the "Intermediate," he will
seriously impair classical education in
Ontario. Greek is not one of the
subj ects prescribed for the examinations,
and consequently, its study must be
deferred until the pupil have reached
the Upper School, or he must run the
risk of being plucked at the Inter-
mediate. . In a properly organized
school Greek should be begun after
from six to twelve months' study of
Latin. As matters stand, it cannot be
taken up until the pupil has reached
the "Intermediate" stage; for we
seldon find a boy able to take Greek
and keep at the examination point all

'the English and Mathematical subjects.
The fact of the matter is, when the
"Internediate " was devised, it was
intended mainly to promote the interest
of an ordinary English education, with
Latin as a Modern Language. English
and Matheniatics alone are all very
well in their way; but the rnan who
knows little of the ancient Classics can
have but a poor appreciation of the
former; and most people believe, wvith
Holmes, that 'the power of dealing vith
numbers is a kind of , detached lever'

arrangement, which rnay be put into a
mighty poor vatch."I The difficulty we
are discussing is no imaginary one. It
affects the best schools, and Masters
who try to do a good deal of classical
w'ork find the "Interinediate" a source
of great embarrassment.

3. The' "Intermediate" renders it
impossible to teach Natural Science as
it should be taught. Chemistry in
our schools is little better than hybrid
arithmetic; and Botany lias neither a
local habitation nor a name. To the
knowledge of the writer, pupils
have often obtained 75, 80 and
90 per cent. who have never seen a
single experiment. Under these cir-
cumstances they cannot be induced
to study it practically. Experiments
they value merely as aids tothe memory.
Before the inauguration of the present
system, Chemistry and Botany vere
taught well in at least a few of the
schools. Now the case is different.
In one school we know of there was
for a time a class of young boys vho
had been so trained that by the blow-
pipe as well as by wet tests they could
analyze ordinary substances. The
"Intermediate" killed this, the only
true method of study. There are few
better instruments of education than
Natural Science, but the mn ongrel article
that now exists amongst us bas little
value.

4. The public have been led to
judge of a school's efficiency by the
number the Master succeeds in passing
at the "Intermediate," and the evils
resulting .from this have intensified by
attaching a money value, in which
Trustee Boards are directly interested.
This state of matters is directly charge-
able to the Departinent. The High
School Inspectors, in the report they
made to the Council of Public Instruct-
ion, say in regard to the examination :
" It will shew the country what schools
are really doing High .School work.
It vill stimulate the Masters by a
direct pecuniary result." The press,
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and the Globe in particular, have aided
this movement. For some years after
the inauguration of the " System," the
half-yearly results were paraded and
commented on by the Government
organ. Even the total number exam-
ined and the proportion passed were
supplied for the information of the
public and the delectation of the
Masters. From this state of matters,
we assert, the following evils amongst
others have arisen :-

(a) A wrong ideal of what High
School work should be, has to be set
up and worshipped by the Masters.
Many direct all their energies to
preparing for this examination, and
have refused in sone instances to
fake up work beyond it. From a
statement submitted by the Minister to
the Executive Committee of the High
School Masters, we find that out of
105 High Schools and Collegiate
Institutes, only ten for the first half of
1880, andfourteen for the second half,
liad an Upper School average attend-
ance of ten and over. This speaks
volumes. There is reason, too, to be-
lieve that the number of High Schools
sending Honor candidates to the Uni-
versities is diminishing. The total
number of candidates is not less, but
they corne from fewer schools.

(b) The tendency is to neglect
pupils whose intelligence is a little less
than the ordinary "Intermediate" quan-
tum. The master is driven to concen-
trate his energies on those who are
likely to pass. That this spirit prevails
is an undoubted fact. How can it be
otherwise? One of the High School
Inspectors, at a meeting of the High
School Committee held in Toronto
about four years ago, referred to these
results, and to the amazement of all who
heard him, justified this'grotesque and
immoral application to education of the
Darwinian doctrine ofNaturalSelection.
We take another view of the question.
Apart from the religious aspect of the
matter, we hold that it is a man's chief

end to benefit his fellow-men, and that
the master's duty is to do all in his
pover to help the stupid and energize
the indolent. The clever boy can take
care ofhimself. The larger proportion
of our pupils are of very ordinary
ability. It is not one in four hundred
that has really good mental powers,
and no systen of education should be
tolerated for a day that puts on the
teacher the pressure we object to. It
would be worth the Minister's while to
find out how nany genuine High
School pupils pass the " Intermediate."
The statement of results does not
separate them from the teachers. We
have taken the trouble to find out the
proportion in a good number of schools,
and we have reason to believe that
frorn sixty to seventy per cent. of those
who pass are teachers. The exceed-
ingly small number who rernain for
Upper School work would shew this,
if there were nothing else to justify us
in our view of the case. In estimating
the good effects of the "Internediate,"
it should not be forgotten that, after
the first examination, the Second Class
Teachers' Examination was combined
with the High School Promotion Ex-
amination. We maintain, therefore,
that the boasted progress of our Higli
Schools is more apparent than real.
Not more than 150 or 200 of the 700
who really passed last July were genu-
ine products of the High School system.

(c) The candidate for a Second
Class Certificate has becone an object
of absorbing interest to the Master, who
knows that the teacher who has been
ordinarily dilligent since he obtained
his Third Class, can take on the re-
quired amount of polish in about six
months. Crowds of this species of
"Intermediate " candidates enter the
schools at Christmas, and I go in for
a regular cram" till July. The boy
and girl of tender and immature intel-
lect are classed with them, and either
fall back discouraged or run the risk of
mental injury. Experience shews us
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that the High School Masters were
wrong in desiring the amalgamation of
the two exaninations. The class of
pupils for whom the schools were de-
signed suffer in the struggle. The pre-
paration of candidates for Teachers'
Certificates must be made a subordi-
nate element in the Masters' calcula-
tions, not the chief one as it is now.

(d) The Masters must teach for the
examination and the pupils must study
for it. It is a stimulus, there is no
doubt whatever. But it prevents the
proper kind of teaching from being
done, by confining the Masters' efforts
to the narrow rat worn out from year
to year by the Examination papers;
while the pupil generally falls back into
lethargy when it is withdrawn. It is
very difficult to get pupils to continue
their studies now, unless some examin-
ation be held up as a motive for exer-
tion. Love for learning is practically
non-existent in our High Schools.
Ask a boy to study and he will tell you
lie doesn't want to pass any examina-
'ion. " What's the use ? I don't want
to be a teacher. I don't want to go to
the University."

(e) Not the least deplorable result is
that this examination, which is no test
of the real condition of a school, and
no test of the ability of the Masters, is
regarded by the public as the Test.
The only way to cure this is to abol-
ish the cause, for it cannot be modified
so as to neet the objections. No ex-
anination can possibly be devised that
will gauge the results of honest educa-
tional effort.

(f) We hold that the moral tone of
both Masters and pupils has been low-
ered. It is notorious that copying and
other irregularities are largely practised
in many localities, winked at by sub-
examiners and undetected by the
Department. The investigation noiv
going on at Owen Sound shews this
clearly, and we fear there can be little
doubt that the condition of school
morality in many other places is little

better. Examination frauds are the
natural outcome of this state of affairs.
The Master, too, is often "up to all
sorts of games "inpublishing the results.
The local paper abets him, and jealousy,
ill-will and misrepresentation prevail.

The "Intermediate" has certainly
done good ; no one will deny this. We
maintain, however, that the evils we
pointed out (and more niigh t be added)
far more than counterbalance the ad-
vantages. The Education Department
theory seems to have been that the
High School Master is an arrant knave
-a man of undoubted acumen, but
" for ways that are dark and for tricks
that are vain," a regular Heathen
Chinee-a developnent of the species
Schoolmaster that rnust be carefully
watched and hedged in-a man who
must be made honest by compulsion
and moral by Educational Office Reg-
ulations. We would suggest that the
time has come to give him a chance.
The High School Master is just as
moral as most men and just as faithful.
He has at any rate proved himself to
be a better judge of what our schools
need than the officials who have
brought about the present wretched
mess; for the Masters as a body op-
posed "Payment by Results" from
the very first, nainly on the grounds
we have urged.

The advocates of this so-called
" system " point to the general ad-
vancement of education as the result
of the "Intermediate." We have
shevn that the results are more appar-
ent thari real, and we maintain that
the recent changes are due mainly to
the provisions of the Revised School
Act, that gave High School Boards
the right of taxation. This is what
gave the impetus to our schools. The
High School Entrance Examination
has also done much, for the School
system is now a series of graduations,
and a very large proportion of our
High School pupils are doing little
more than Public School work. Omit-
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ting a smattering of French, German
and Latin, what difference is there
between the First and Second Forms of
our High Schools and the Fifth and
Sixth Forms of the Public Schools?
The schools have settled into their
present relations since the inception
of the " Intermediate,.' and it is since
then that the "utilization"' of the
High Schools has taken place.

As a solution of the difficulties we
propose the following changes, the
latter of which has already been advo-
cated by the High School Masters'
Section.

We may observe parenthetically that
it is true that, by a vote of ten to nine
(many not voting at all), all the same
Section asked for a grant of $3 in case
of each pupil that might succeed in
passing the " Intermediate." This,
however, would not have passed in a
full meeting and was agreed to by the
above vote on the supposition that the
Department had determined to main-
tain the Examination, and thus in this
way some of the smaller schools, which
would have no chance of the Collegiate
Institute Grant, would receive a larger
share of Government support.

PROPOSED CHANGES.

L, The abolition of the "Intermediate"
as a Righ Sdhool Promotion or "Inspec-
toral" Examination, and its retention
for .Teachers' and Primary JProfessional
Examinations.

In this form it may.still do a great
deal of good-more, probably, than any
other examination we have, for it would
be more general in its operation. It
would be an important agency in the
advancement of education in all our
schools, and particularly in those whose
highest limit is this examination, while
it would not interfere with the syste-
matical developnent of those institu-
tions that aim at still higher work. In
our High Schools and Institutes there
are many pupils in the most advanced

classes who do not intend to present
themselves for examination, and whose
sole object should be to obtain a good
education. The fact that there are
pupils in these classes who do not
intend to conipete at the 'University,
affects the character of the vork, and
provides for the Master the stimulus
which the Department has ahvays
maintained he stands in need of. This
examination will have the saine effect
on what is now called Lover School
work. It will still be an object of the
Master's ambition to pass a good nuni-
ber for Second Class Certificates, but
it will be an optional matter with both
hirn and the pupil whether the latter
pass it or not, and the former vill be
at diberty to allow that gradual devel.
opment of the pupil's mind which is so
desirable. Overwork and Cram-the
present curses of our system-need no
longer exist. Classics and Natural
Science may be taught, as they should
be taught; and High School Inspection,
which many now regard as a delusion
and a mockery, may acquire some real
valu e. The Inspectors will have to do
their own " Inspectoral Examinations."
and will be afforded a chance to justi-
fy an office which at present does not
recommend itself on account of its
public usefulness. The Inspector's
function should be an important one;
but, under the operation of the "Inter-
mediate" it has become "an airy
nothing."

I1. The distribution of the .Zegislative
Grant on the basis of the amount paid
as Teachers' Salaries.-As *we stated
last month this varies in the long run,
directly as the quantity and quality of
the work donc. We think there should
be both a minimum and a maximum
grant. The instability there has always
been in the amount of Government aid
Nwould in this way be remedied, and
Boards would feel that their efforts
would meet with proper recognition.
Salaries would undoubtedly go up.-
not necessarily in the best schools, but
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in those where an increase is most
needed. Any defects in the adminis-
tration of a school would be remedied
gradually, and subjects that are now
neglected would be attended to. If a
Board thought well to employ a music-
master, a drawing-naster, or a drill-
sergeant, it might rest assured that its
expenditure in this direction would
cause a proportionate increase of Gov-
ernment aid.

The objection, too, would be m,
that for some reason or other is now
being urged in one quarter, that there
is a marked discrepancy between Gov-
ernment aid in some High Schools
and the population of the counties in
which they are situated. If a county
received only $8oo from Government,
ail it would have to do would be to
increase its teaching power, and this it
would not do unless there were a real
necessity. No Board would spend$ 1,200 to get $700 or $80o frtm the
High Schoel fund. We hold that ne
grant should be given en average
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attendance. The Legislative Grant
should be distributed under regulations
of the following nature: A school with
two masters should receive at least
$400 ; a school with three at least $8oo
-and so on-with a prescribed maxi-
mum attendance in each case. The
minimum may be disregarded. Boards
do not err on the side of giving their
teachers too little to do.

Briefly stated, the principle that
should guide the department is this :
Education should be left as much as
possible to local control. We have
had too much of the bureaucratic
system. We may aiso add that the
High School masters as a body do not
propose to tolerate the unjust treat-
ment to which this pestilent system
has subjected them. The question
will not be allcwed to rest until the
Minister rectify abuses for which, it is
but fair to say, he will be responsible
only if he allow them te go on They
are a legacy which lie inherited, netcreat ions ef his ewn.

DEFECTS OF OUR SCHOOL SYSTEM.

CRAMMING.

N one of the leading journals of the
day, attention is directed to some

of the defects of our educational system.
From the defects, many evils have
resulted, and chief among them the
evil of cramming. That cramming is
an evil, few educationists are prepared
to deny, though it has found some
apologists even among these. One
ingenious writer, in order to veaken
the force of the strictures upon it, with
true metaphysical subtlety, divided
cramming into two kinds, good and
bad. It is the latter we have to find
fault with ; the former is not cramming
at all. Another, in extenuation of the
practice, cited the cases of a lawyer

cramming his brief and a clergyman
his sermon, as similar to that of a child
cramming his lessons. Comparisons
are odious. The parallel does not hold
good. The object before the child in
study is twb-fold: to develop his intel-
lectual powers, and to acquire know-
ledge which he is to retain. There is
a great difference between the unde-
veloped powers of the child and the fully
matured and cultivated faculties of the
man: the man hastily acquires infor-
mation in order to as hastily forget it,
and if the child pursues a similar
method, a similar result will follow.
Such extraordinary mental exertions
are rarely made by the man, yet they
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would require to be daily made by the
child. The clergyman can preach in
many instances 'vithout lengthy prepa-
ration because he is full of his subject.
The lawyer is already familiar with law,
and lie lias merely to make the appli-
cation of general principles to particular
cases. The child on the contrary has
nothing to assist him in the acquisition
of new ideas or if he lias something, is
prevented from utilizing it by the pres-
sure of cramming.

No athlete would ever think of train-
ing by subjecting himself to the constant
overtaxing of his system. Nothing
would more surely defeat the end lie
had in view. Yet it would be quite
right in the opinion of some authorities
to exact from the tender unformed mind
of the child more work than it can
properly perform, and that too for years.

We may consider more minutely the
effects of cramming upon the pupils.
We remark first, that accuracy and
thoroughness are incompatible with
cramming. Nothing could well be
more destructive to accuracy than the
pupil's being compelled to do morework
than lie bas had time assimilate and
master. Instead of having clear and
definite ideas upon any subject, he will
have only a chaos of things in his mind
from his never having had time for
reflection and arrangement.

Secondly, cramming stunts the
reasoning powers of pupils. This is
almost a self-evident proposition. The
crammed pupil has to depend more
upon his memory than his reason.
All difficulties are smoothed away
for him by the teacher anxious to
distinguish himself at the examina-
tions. Ail teachers in High Schools
or Collegiate Institutes situated in
towns or cities recognize the truth of
this proposition at once. They have
pupils from town and country. From
the system of graded schools which
have been introduced into ail towns
and cities, the facilities for cramming
in city schools are superior to those of

country schools, where one teacher bas
to teach all classes and subjects, and
where consequently a pupil can receive
but a limited portion of his time and
attention. The difference between
country and city pupils is marked.
The former are characterized by greater
energy and greater thinking power, and
their progress compared with city pupils
seems marvellous. That this differ-
ence arises from the fact the former
are uncrammed there seems no reason
to dispute. It may be objected to this
deduction that the country pupils who
do attend city schools are for the most
part the cleverest of ail country pupils.
This does not constitute a valid objec-
tion, for in proportion to population
there should be as large a number of
cleVer pupils in cities as in the country,
and yet we find country pupils distin-
guishing themselves among those of
equal natural ability and of presumedly
superior training.

Thirdly, cramming renders pupils
listless in their work and superinduces
a state of mental coma. School-work
is made irksome to the large majority
of children by the strenuous and
incessant efforts they have to make
in the preparation of their daily
lessons. The stimulus of curiosity is
lost and the teacher is deprived of a
valuable auxiliary in his work. It is
an impossibility to maintain the interest
of children kept continually on the rack.

Fourthly, cramming lias an injurious
effect upon the health of children.
Upon this point all physicians of note
are agreed, and we do not require to
expatiate at length upon this phase of
the evil.

The evil of cramming is clearly
then one that is subversive of ail the
true aims of education, and would not
be resorted to were it not for the
fictitious importance that is attached
to the proficiency of pupils on paper.
That this evil is one that permeates
our whole public school system, is the
testimony of impartial observers, and

.1
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we may therefore enquire into its
origin. We have not far to seek for
explanation of its rise. It is undoubt-
edly the natural result of the school
legislation of the last few years.

One great cause has been the rnul-
tiplicity of subjects prescribed by the
Education Departnent. Our educa-
tional authorities, fired by a noble zeal
to emulate the school system of the
United States and to surpass the
systems of the effete and worn out
monarchies of Europe, have inserted
on the school programme such a
variety of subjects as would, if thor-
oughly mastered, turn out a nation of
admirable Crichtons. Some of the
chief advisers of the Minister of Edu-
cation were no doubt sincere in
advocating such a nultiplicity of sub-
jects as they have felt the want of
some such comprehensive course of
study in youth. The truth seems to be
that with a view to effect, characteristic
ofits exhibition displays, the Education
Department has tried to be brilliant at
the expense of the unfortunate school
children. The child, distracted by
the great variety of subjects, makes no
permanent progress in any. It is true
that the number of conpulsory sub-
jects has been recently limited, but
ample scope is still left for the cnter-
prising teacher or inspector to insist

on the teaching of all the subjects
imentioned in the curriculum.

Cramming has also been fostered,
if not chiefly caused, by the various
departmental examinations. The
examination for entrance into High
Schools, placed as it is practically at
the end of the public school course,
serves as a perpetual incentive to
crammi ng. The examinations for
second class teachers' certificates and
for intermediate have a similar effect
in High Schools. The inducement to
cramming is thus present in both
public and High Schools, and the
unfortunate pupils are subjected to it
during their whole school lire.

Another movement which promises
fair to pronote cramming is the intro-
duction of uniform promotion examin-
ations in county public schools. This
system already exists in cities, and
with vhat general results we have
already seen. The danger of cram-
ming would form a strong argument
against the introduction of this scheme,

.and it would be an insuperable one if
no means could be devised tu prevent
cramming. We have thus hastily
demonstrated the cause and the evil
effects of cramming in the present
paper, and in our next we intend to
devote some attention to the evils of
examinations as at present conducted.

AND
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